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native plant cover, low functioning sites have 40% or lower native plant cover, medium functioning 
sites fill the gap between those two. 
 
The ensuring discussion touched on many issues: 
 Laura asked how THPRD works with Metro on land purchases. Bruce said that Metro may 

support the purchase with a grant or may collaborate in a joint purchase. 
 Laura continued with an observation that streams need more width of property to 

accommodate natural processes, and followed with a question about whether there might be 
partnership opportunities for management. Bruce offered Cooper Mountain as an example of 
such an arrangement; Metro owns the land, THPRD manages it. 

 Cory wondered how the NRFP would relate to trails plan standards. The trails plan is due for 
an update in 2015. 

 Laura noted that trails with impervious surfaces can lead to increased erosion from runoff. Can 
the NRFP recommend things such as impervious trail surfaces? Bruce shared that the NRFP 
and revised trails FP will not dictate each other. They will each provide guidelines, which 
combine to create a framework for decision making. 

 Mitch inquired whether the NRFP can establish trail density guidelines. The response was that 
THPRD is community driven and has great responsibility to respond to local residents’ desires. 

 Jack raised the issue of how many current high-functioning sites have trails. Apparently, 
probably half of high-functioning sites have trails. Large sites often have neighbors who want 
trails. 

 Don said that access and education could be considered valuable functions. Matthew noted 
that trails/access can reduce other values such as habitat value. 

 Laura suggested that higher functioning sites should have lower trail density or development. 
 Mitch is concerned about the number of social trails from houses into the forest at Lowami 

Hart Woods, and wondered if a cutoff trail that bisects the social trails and redirects traffic 
would be appropriate. 

 
There then ensued a discussion about trail density and how it could be defined: length of trails?; 
area of trail surfaces?; distance between trails in a site?; area of undisturbed habitat between 
trails? Data from THPRD surveys suggest that there may be nest predation/abandonment near 
trails and salamanders may be impacted. The question was raised as to what is done elsewhere to 
define or manage trail densities. Is there research or best practice from the USA or Europe that 
could guide us? Committee members were given homework of finding out what is done in other 
park districts. 

 
V. New Business 

a. View from Bruce’s Office. This was combined with the previous discussion about the NRFP. 
 

VI. Other 
None 
 

VII. Next Meeting will be held on Tuesday, May 22, at 6:30 pm at the Fanno Creek Service Center. 
 

 
Meeting adjourned at 8:36 pm. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Matthew Shepherd 
Recording Secretary  


